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Submitted Questions  Answers provided by S4HC PM 

Q) is present in SCPI a standard 
flow of replication of cost center in 
the other direction from S4cloud to 
ECC?    

A) A replication in the other direction is 
basically possible but requires some level of 
changes to be done in the integration content. 

Q) what is the minimum 
system/support Level if we want to 
connect an ECC system in 2tier 
mode?  

A) There is no restriction as such with respect 
to the SAP ECC EhP versions. 

Q) A new feature of Migration 
Cockpit is "migration of historical 
data". Does this mean that S4HC 
will no longer be only a green 
field?  

A) Transformation to S/4HANAN Cloud 
remains a ‘green field’ approach! The historical 
data is stored in a separate app on SAP Cloud 
Platform just for reporting reasons. NO historic 
data is loaded into S/4HANA Cloud, nor into 
any S/4HANA Cloud related application tables. 

Q) Is there a maximum number of 
line items for migration like for 
openpoint customers?  

A) For the file-based data migration the only 
technical limitation is the maximum row count 
in Microsoft Excel (currently 1 million). 

Q) It is possible to modify the 
migration templates with custom 
fields in the migration cockpit for 
S/4HANA Cloud? 

A) Fields that are added via In-App 
Extensibility will show up on the migration 
template automatically, if the respective API is 
supporting this. Currently this is only true for 
the migration object ‘CPM Projects’. 

Q) How was the predictive model 
improved? 

A) The prediction model was optimized from 
following perspectives: 

1, The performance during the training phase 
with big data. 

2, the performance during the consumption 
phase with big data. (mean running the 
application) 

3, the accuracy of the model was optimized, 
where new data in current month will be 
considered as one of the influence. 

If you want to know more about the model and 
application, You are welcome, to reach out to 
us via the Cross Topics Forum  

 

https://s4hanacloud.community.sap/groups/yIaphhgIuqVwH1ZooyoZnf/overview_page/oWdMkPe9T5z8qlJQzTZRNC

